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A general survey to start off the research process 
helps reveal the void in the market based on 
consumer’s feedback.

Market Survey

18 parents were surveyed

Hierarchy of needs:
 -Price
 -Safety
 -Aesthetics
 -Storage
 -Durability

Of the prices paid for high chairs,
$151 - $200 was far and away the most 
common category chosen.  Data shows the 
market has a gap in the under $100 category 
for high chairs.
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Market reSearcH

All current market products are outdated, 
aesthetically boring, costly, and designed 
around old technology.

Bloom Fresco 

$390

Use from infancy to 
young toddler with 
pivoting seat design

Pedestal design from 
a designer name

argington BaBylon 

$275 w/ tray and pad

Solid wood ladder-
back design for 
adjustability

Designer name and 
quality

evenFlo envision

$130

Popular company and 
design

600,000+ units 
RECALLED for 
choking hazard

chico Bella

$140

One of the most 
purchased high 
chairs

Sturdy, adjustable 
and inexpensive



Project goalS

A challenging task, but a task with strong 
requirements and a solid design process should 
prove to be a viable product on the market.

statement oF opportunity
Everyone who has a child knows how stressfull feeding time can be.  With new innovations 
to a highchair, we believe that a reduction of stress can be attained through a simple, minimal 
design strategy.  We believe that the market trends show a gap in the juvenile products 
category for high chairs with retail values below $100.00.  By reducing material while still 
maintaining safety and integrity, construct a new high chair model that will successfully fill the 
void in the market. A happy baby will make a happy parent and the MNML highchair is just the 
product to do the task!

mission statement
Create a minimalist high chair 
that has a strong modern 
aesthetic, quality and safety, but 
reduce product cost to fit in the 
market with a retail price under 
$100.00.

requirements
1. maintain a minimal footprint
2. use common, inexpensive materials
3. maintain high integrity and safety
4. have an MSRP of $100 or less
5. strong, modern aesthetic appeal



Using two existing products as inspiration 
because of their longevity and innovation proves 
to be useful in the ideation process.

Design PreceDents

Bloom nano highchair
$160
 - compact, folding design
 - mid price range
 - designer colors
 - extremely lightweight

stokke tripp trapp highchair
$250
 - relatively unchanged since 1976
 - non-folding design
 - adjustable for use throughout life
 - variety of woods and finishes



ideation

Weeding through all the sketches proves that a 
combination of ideas will best fit the requirements 
of the project.



Refining the concepts shows a clear direction 
to the study model stage and brings cohesion 
to the highchair.

refineMent

wooden 
tray

soft goods, 
removable seat

foot rest
wooden 
feet

exposed frame



Study ModelS

Using simple materials in a new manner will 
help reduce cost and production time while still 
maintaining product integrity.

  
tray prototype

refined hinge system   

1/4 scale mock up  
- frame and hinge structure

created basic feet  
webbing closure system

Full scale mock-up   



By showing product architecture, seeing the small 
number of parts and ease of production will help 
maintain the requirements of the project.

cad & arcHitecture
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hinge

frame

feet

cross 
brace

tray

seat 
support



Before the prototype is created, a full SolidWorks 
model is created and tested.  Working dimensions 
and ease of manufacturability are considered in 
this stage.

Manufacturing

parts and manuFacturing list:

1.Front legs - extruded and bent steel tubing
2.Tray support - extruded and bent steel tubing
3.Hinges - CNC routed and stacked birch ply
4.Seat bottom - CNC routed melamine
5.Seat back - CNC routed melamine
6.Back support - extruded and bent steel tubing
7.Rear leg - extruded and bent steel tubing
8.Horizontal supports - cold rolled steel (welded)
9.Foot assemblies - CNC routed and stacked birch ply
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coMPonent viewS

Showing exploded and section views of the hinge 
and feet reinforce the simplistic production of the 
integral innovations of the highchair.

Stack laminated 
Baltic Birch 
architecture 
within the hinge

Stack laminated 
Baltic Birch 
construction 
with tubing 
channels



ProceSS PHotoS

A full scale build of the protoype resolves all 
structural and clearance issues not shown in 
the study models.

Original 
Conduit 

Punching the 
conduit for 
milling bolt 
holes

construction 
of laminated 
birch ply 
hinges

Finished set 
of hinges

Assembly of 
hinges and 
conduit legs

Assembly of 
entire frame 
and hinges

Overall 
perspective of 
study model 
mock up

Assembly of 
wooden feet

Mock up of 
tray

Frame 
with seat 
placement

Use of Duct 
Tape to find 
placement of 
seat

Duct Tape 
webbing to 
show closure 
mechanics



Prototype photos and human factors 
analysis give the “looks Like” model a 
finished presence.

PrototyPe

cnc routed tray inlay

removable slip cover seat 
with side & submarine supports

food grade walnut oil finish

sandblasted steel tubing

exposed hardware



feature viewS

With clear visuals of the features of the 
product, project requirements are reinforced 
in the finished model.

Slip covered 
seat with velcro 
attachments for 
easy removing and 
cleaning.

Wooden feet 
provide added 
weight and support 
where the high 
chair needs it most.  

Mulit-layered 
wooden hinges 
keep the aesthetic 
continuity as well 
as functionality.

Side profile shows 
the high chair 
collapsed into a 
very slim shape 
which provides 
easy storage in the 
smallest of places 
within the home.



rendering


